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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Decadal forecast is a new approach based on capturing the initial state of long-term (low frequency)
drivers of the climate internal variability and on the estimation of anthropogenic and natural external
forcing. This mixed initial-and-boundary conditions approach is intended to bridge the gap between
climate scenarios and seasonal prediction, aiming to provide forecasts and guidance for planning and
decision making on the time frame of up to 10 years. In particular, the extended predictability and
variability of regional climate extremes comes from its internal variability (e.g. decadal/multi-decadal
oscillatory behaviour) of the main driving modes of the coupled climate system and hence, the forecast
skill relies on the accurate initialisation of these modes (Sutton et al.,2005, Keenlyside and Ba 2010).
The challenge then is to identify the main teleconnections that have a major impact on the regional and
global climate decadal variability and to perform an accurate initialisation of these modes. Initialisation
techniques are under continuous development and comparison, on par with model developments.
Several papers have been dedicated to assess the multi-year predictions skill and limits (Smith et al,
2013, Hazeleger at al, 2013) and to inter-compare initialised hindcasts (Bellucci et al, 20014) as well as
real-time predictions (Smith et al, 2012) from various coupled models.
The aim of the present work is to inter-compare two main initialisation approaches: the “full-field” (FFI)
and the “anomaly” initialisation (AI) within the same coupled model: Ec-Earth (Hazeleger et al., 2012)
under two model development versions: V2.3 and V3.1 in order to assess:
a) specific merits of each initialisation method, and
b) their prediction skill comparison given model development.
Each of these comparisons involved (for each model version) two parallel chains of ensemble
experiments, with the same model configuration: one chain using FFI and the other chain using AI
initialisations, for the same starting dates and same number of ensemble members. For the Ec-Earth
V2.3, parallel chains have been performed: 10 members ensembles (for each initialisation method) with
yearly start dates on 1st of November (between 1960-2005) for 10 years each. For Ec-Earth V3.1 parallel
chains have been performed: 5 members ensembles with 6 start dates, for 5 years each.
Two groups: BSC/IC3 and SMHI carried out these experiments and analysis, using the Ec-Earth
model, as:
BSC/IC3 carried out the inter-comparison of FFI versus AI within the model version Ec-Earth V2.3 with
a focus on:
- assessing the relative merits of the FFI and AI techniques (objective 1 and objective 2 - see Section2
below) using large ensembles of yearly restarts;
- highlight the impact of using improved AI methods (objective 2), including the following improvements:
(i) the use of weighted anomalies,
(ii) the AI of temperature and density ocean state variables instead of temperature and
salinity fields.
SMHI carried out the inter-comparison of FFI versus AI within the model version Ec-Earth V3.1 with
focus on:
- comparing skill changes between AI and FFI given an updated model version (objective 2),
- analysis of the error growth for FFI and AI (objective 3), and
- an assessment on prediction abilities over Europe with focus on classes of severe and extreme events
(objective 4).
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Significant results
This work shows that there is a robust signal (systematic and statistically significant) that initialisation
leads to a better prediction skill up to (at least) 5 years forecast. This assessment remains valid across
model versions, for different decades and across initialisation methods. The prediction skill improvement
from initialisation was shown for main climatic sub-systems: sea-ice (area and volume), ocean (sea
surface temperature, SST), and atmospheric parameters such as 2 m temperature (T2m), precipitation
and the potential of regional climate extremes to occur.
The comparison of the two initialisation methods FFI and AI emphasised differences that can be
attributed to each method. For the AI method it could be shown that two major requirements are relevant:
in presence of initial physical coherence of the coupled sub-systems and the preservation of gradients
and dynamical modes of variability at initial time, the AI initialization increases significantly the prediction
skill. In particular, AI initialized hindcasts resolve better than FFI the slow processes and low frequency
varaiability (e.g. AMO and teleconnections such as European regions influenced by precipitations, Arctic
sea-ice and high latitudes variability). The AI method shows a strong reduction of the initial drift and
higher prediction skill for lead times up to 2 years. For the FFI it was shown that the initial drift adjustment
has an impact on the error growth and may limit the time scales of predictability, while the strong
resemblance of the provided initial conditions at early lead times results in higher hindcast skill for some
processes (such as higher T2m skill for FFI than AI) for 3-4 lead years at least.

2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
With this milestone, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see DOW
Section B.1.1.2):

No.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Objective
Yes
EC-Earth decadal runs made for CMIP5
X
with full-field (BSC/IC3) and anomaly initialization (SMHI) will be
directly compared

No

The relative merit of the anomaly versus the full-field initialisation X
approach will be explored using decadal predictions
Anomaly and full-field initialization will be compared (according to X
the recommendations in the three CCTs), by analysing error
growth and comparing simulated mean state/variability errors
as a function of initial-state representation.
Decadal predictability limits will be studied over several
regions, with a focus on the impact over land and for socioeconomically relevant variables .

X

3. DETAILED REPORT ON THE DELIVERABLE
A) Full Field versus Anomaly initialisation in Ec-Earth V2.3.
Introduction
Decadal prediction exploits sources of predictability from both the external radiative forcings and the
internal variability, the latter by initialising the climate model from observational estimates. When a model
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is initialised with the observed state at the initial time step (Full Field Initialisation - FFI), the forecast run
drifts towards the model climate because of its climate biases that develop on various time-scales. The
FFI is commonly performed also for seasonal climate predictions as has the advantages of starting
directly from the observed state, being easy to implement and does not have issues of consistency with
the climate of the model, as it could happen with anomaly initialisation (AI). At seasonal time-scales the
climate prediction drift, defined as the evolution of the difference between the model and the observed
climatology, does not stand as a major issue, whereas it does for decadal forecasts. Distinguishing
between the climate signal to be predicted and the model drift is a challenging task, because the
application of a-posteriori bias correction has the risk of removing part of the variability signal. The
anomaly initialisation (AI) technique aims at addressing the drift issue by answering the following
question: if the model is allowed to start close to its own attractor (i.e. its biased world), but the phase
of the simulated variability is constrained toward the contemporaneous observed one at the initialisation
time, does the prediction skill improve? The limitation of AI is that if the biases include a spatial shift (or
different spatial gradients), the anomalies will indeed not be located at the correct place with respect to
the climatology and therefore the amplitude of the variability would differ when the mean state differs.
Moreover, since the initial state of AI is an artificial state, there is the risk of generating inconsistency
between the different variables and model components.
This study includes two main objectives, that correspond to Sections 2 and 3 of this report: First, we
assess the relative merits of the FFI and AI techniques applied respectively to the ocean component
and the ocean and sea ice components simultaneously in the EC-Earth global coupled model v2.3.
Second, we highlight the impact of using an AI method including the following improvements: (i) the use
of a weight to the anomalies, in order to avoid the risk of introducing too big anomalies recorded in the
observed state, whose amplitude does not fit the range of the internal variability generated by the model;
(ii) the AI of the temperature and density ocean state variables instead of the temperature and salinity.
In the standard AI method the density is calculated from the values of temperature and salinity obtained
by placing the observed temperature and salinity anomalies onto the model climatology; such estimate
of density is different from the value that would be obtained by anomaly initializing the density.
Relative merit of FFI and AI techniques
The first part of this study consists in assessing the multi-year prediction skill of hindcasts initialised with
the same assimilation techniques as in Hazeleger et al (2013), namely the FFI and the AI replacement.
In addition, we attempt at having an ocean and sea ice states as consistent as possible, by initialising
all the prognostic variables in the ocean and sea ice components and applying thorough corrections at
their interface. The extensive results of this first study are under revision in Volpi et al 2016b. The
benchmark hindcasts of this work are the FFI experiment of Du et al (2012) that is part of the CMIP5
exercise where the three model components are initialised with the observed full fields, and an
uninitialized model experiment (NOINI). The first experiment is performed initialising the ocean with AI
of all the oceanic prognostic variables (O-AI). The second consists in an ocean and sea ice AI of all
prognostic variables with consistency corrections between the ocean and sea ice components (OSI-AI).
Previous studies such as Bellucci et al (2014), Smith et al (2013), Hazeleger et al (2013) have found
small differences in the comparison between AI and FFI. Although differences in skill between our
various experiments are rather weak, they are of the same order of magnitude as the progress in
seasonal forecast skill over the last 10 years (Doblas-Reyes et al, 2013b; Vitart, 2014). In general, in
this work it is challenging to obtain statistically significant results due to the low number of start dates
available and the small ensemble size. In the full field initialised experiment, the climate state drifts
toward the state of the uninitialized experiment, reaching the equilibrium with different timescales
depending on the location and variable. The AI technique allows for a strong reduction of such drift
(Volpi et al 2016b). All the variables considered in this study have shown improvements in forecast skill
in the initialised hindcasts compared to the uninitialized ones. In particular, initialising the ocean and sea
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ice components in a consistent way through the AI technique improves the skill of Arctic sea-ice volume
from 45% to 10% (respectively at the beginning and at the end of the forecast) with respect to the full
field initialised predictions (Figure 1). The improvement with respect to the ocean only AI experiment
varies between 30% to 8%, and the improvements over the uninitialized experiment varies between
72% to a degradation of the 10% at the end of the forecast. The ocean and sea ice AI implies a better
initialisation of the sea-ice volume that also translates into near surface temperature skill in the Arctic.
All the initialised experiments have a better skill in predicting the Arctic sea-ice area over the uninitialized
experiment, but the skill differences between the initialised experiments are small.

Figure 1: Correlation and RMSE of Arctic sea-ice area (a-b) and sea-ice volume (c-d). The reference
data is the HistDfsNudg reconstruction from Guemas et al 2014. Red indicates FFI, blue O-AI, purple
OSI-AI and orange NOINI. The thin lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Figure taken from Volpi
et al. (2016b).
On the other hand, the AI degrades the skill of SST in the Tropical Pacific (Figure 2), supporting the
findings of previous studies (Bellucci et al, 2014; Smith et al, 2013). This degradation also affects the
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skill of precipitation in some of the ENSO tele-connection regions (North America, Western Asia and
Australia). Such result might be related to the limitation of the AI hypothesis mentioned above: the model
bias in the tropical Pacific could include a spatial shift that would cause the initial observed anomalies
no to be placed where the model would simulate the corresponding anomalies. Further investigation
should focus on overcoming the issue of the spatial shift and implementing the AI in the ocean, sea ice
and atmosphere components to suppress the remaining drift and optimize the consistency between the
different model components.

Figure 2: Ratio of sea surface temperature RMSE maps for the first forecast year, calculated against
ERSST data: the first panel is the ratio between OSI-AI/FFI, second panel between OSI-AI/O-AI. When
the ratio is smaller than 1 (red, yellow areas) the OSI-AI experiment has smaller RMSE, i.e. a better skill
of the prediction. Vice versa, when the ratio is larger than 1 (regions in blue) the skill is degraded. The
black dots over the colours indicate where the RMSE ratio is 95% significantly higher or smaller than 1
according to a Fisher test. Maps show less than 5% of the areas found as significant.
Figure taken from Volpi et al. (2016b).
Improving the AI approach
The second part of the study is published in Volpi et al 2016a. It aims, on one hand, at providing the
most suitable initialisation for the density variable that plays a crucial role in the ocean circulation. The
need for a proper initialisation of the density arises from the sensitivity of some areas, such as the North
Atlantic, to the density anomalies that represent the motor of the deep convection and the thermohaline
circulation. The density is not a prognostic variable: it is calculated at the initial time from the initial values
of temperature and salinity. As a consequence, in the standard AI method, the density is not directly
initialised, it is calculated from the values of temperature and salinity obtained by placing the observed
temperature and salinity anomalies onto the model climatology. Such an estimate of the density is
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different from the value that would be obtained if the density was anomaly initialised. In the new
experiment the AI is directly implemented on density.
The other refinement that has been implemented consists in scaling the observed anomaly in order to
take into account the different amplitudes of the observed versus the model variability. In fact the use of
the standard AI technique involves the risk of introducing anomalies recorded in the observed data
whose amplitude does not fit in the range of the internal variability generated by the model. The new AI
experiment (called ρ -OSI-wAI for being a density ocean and sea ice weighted anomaly initialisation
experiment) has therefore the observed anomalies scaled with the ratio between the standard deviation
of the model anomalies and the standard deviation of the observed anomalies. Figure 3 shows that the
use of the weight anomaly and the density AI improve the SST skill over the Arctic region, part of the
North and South Atlantic, part of the North and south Pacific and the Mediterranean Sea. In the Tropical
Pacific the FFI performs better. This is probably due to the issue of the spatial shift mentioned earlier.

Figure 3: Ratio of sea surface temperature RMSE maps for the first forecast year, calculated against
ERSST data: the first panel is the ratio between ρOSI-wAI/FFI, the second panel between ρOSIwAI/OSI-AI. When the ratio is smaller than 1 (red, yellow areas) the ρOSI-wAI experiment has smaller
RMSE, i.e. improves the skill of the prediction. Vice versa, when the ratio is larger than 1 (region in blue)
the skill is degraded. The black dots over the colours indicate where the RMSE ratio is 95% significant
according to a Fisher test. Figure from Volpi et al. (2016a).
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Figure 4: Atlantic multi-decadal oscillation a) correlation and b) RMSE with respect to ERSST data. Red
for FFI, green for ρ-OSI-wAI, purple for OSI-AI and orange for NOINI. The thin lines represent the 95%
confidence interval.
The positive impact of the initialisation for the AMO index persists for the whole forecast time in the
refined experiment (Figure 4). There is also a substantial improvement of ρ-OSI-wAI compared to FFI.
ρ-OSI-wAI seems also to perform better than OSI-AI, although the skills of the two experiments are
close. The improvements of the refined AI method over NOINI are significant along the whole forecast,
whereas the difference between FFI and NOINI is significant for the first forecast year only.
The results from the various model setups within Version 2.3 suggest that both the quality of the initial
state of the model itself and the initial conditions brought into the model should be considered, including
their coherence. This results in different effects on the hindcast skill for a given variable, region/process,
and for a given lead-time, and hence, no single method can be expected to provide universal
improvement. The complete study can be found in the PhD thesis “Benefits and drawbacks of different
initialization techniques in global dynamical climate predictions.” (Volpi D., 2015)
B) Full Field versus Anomaly initialisation in Ec-Earth V3.1
Introduction
Following the results shown for the Ec-Earth V2.3 in Section 3-A, the comparison of the two methods
FFI and AI has been preformed using the latest model version V3.1. This comparison was performed
for shorter lead times, and fewer starting dates due to the fact that the model version is very recent and
its full validation and calibration is still ongoing. Due to improvements included in the latest model version
regarding mainly the ocean component, physical parameterisations and conservative properties of the
coupled system, we target here the comparison on the regional skill over Europe. We compare the
prediction skill for: the 2m temperature (T2m), precipitations and on the prediction of regional climate
extremes over 1992-2009, aspects that are considered to be of societal relevance.
Numerical simulations
We compared two parallel chains initialised by anomaly (AI) and full-filed (FFI) methods. Each chain is
an ensemble of 5 members, each members containing 5 year long simulations for the starting dates: 1st
SPECS (308378) D32.2
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Nov. 1992,1993,1994,1995,1996,2000,2005. Both chains were accomplished using the Ec-Earth model
V3.1.
The analysis was performed over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Europe sub-regions: Mid-Central
Europe (ME), East-Europe-Asia (EA), France (FR), British Island (BI), Iberian Peninsula (IP), Alps (AL),
Scandinavia (SC), Mediterranean (MD). Same Bias-corrections of the fields were subsequently applied
to the direct model output for both FFI and AI. One method was to apply a “delta” method based on
(Déqué, 2007), originally developed for climate runs, here extended for prediction to account for the
error growth: we subtract from each forecast range (month) its average bias (over a predictions
climatology) relative to observations (here ERAinterim). An additional second correction (“deltaf”) using
a three year time-filter- has been tested: this is correcting a systematic error in the high frequency
variability at period T=3 years (frequency present in TS1 (surface first layer temperature) power spectra
at high latitudes with 95% p-level significant variance and that is associated with high-latitudes seaice/ocean/land coupling coherence at initial time – Caian et.al, 2015 – submitted).
The analysis of extremes draught and wetness (SPEI index classes) over Europe sub-regions we shown
to have highest skill when T2m and precipitation model output are not bias-corrected, indicating that the
coherence between the two has an important role in these events, rather than individual accuracy, hence
this part of analysis is done on the direct (un-corrected) model output.
Results
a) Predicting Variability: Temporal correlations
Figures 5 and 6 show over the Northern Hemisphere the yearly time correlation of the predicted 2m
temperature (T2m, Figure 5) and total precipitation (Figure 6) for the non-initialised predictions (Ctrl –
a non-initialised long run for which we consider the same pentades as for the prediction runs) and the
difference of the time correlation between initialised prediction and observations minus time correlations
between non-initialised runs and observations for the two initialisation methods: AI (with consistency
adjustment for ocean/sea-ice) and FFI. The correlations are computed for the 5 years of simulations
(monthly correlations lead to the similar results) against observations (ERAinterim data).
We first note that initialised predictions have a higher skill than non-initialised ones (positive differences)
over most of the NH regions. This shows the usefulness of initialisation for prediction up to 5 years. The
skill improvement is present already in the direct model output and it is enhanced for the bias-corrected
output. Two types of bias-correction have been applied: “delta” and “deltaf”, in the same way for the two
initialisation methods (and for observations in the case of “deltaf” filtering). The FFI method has slightly
higher skill than AI for the un-corrected model output, for both T2m and precipitation. This is expected
since the direct output from AI include the bias between model and observed climatology (anomalies
are the predicted quantities), and either way-back to real-space either bias-correction of all systematic
biases is needed.
When applying the same systematic biases correction methods on both AI and FFI model output, the
skill differences get smaller: for T2m “delta” correction we obtain still a slightly better skill by FFI while
the skills are very similar after “deltaf” correction (Figure 5; with main improvement at high latitudes, as
aimed for this method); for the precipitations (Figure 6) AI skill is better than the FFI's skill for each of
the two corrections, in part explained by a better prediction of AMO under AI with physical consistency
adjustment (as shown in Figure 4) .
b) Limits of predictability (Europe): growth of regional standard deviations
Figures 7 and 8 show the yearly standard deviations over each of the European sub-regions analysed
(boxes in Figure 9) along the 5 years of the forecast relative to observations (ERAinterim re-analysis).
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For T2m during the first two years we note (Figure 7) that AI gives lower standard deviations (stdev) for
un-corrected output (expected due to the initial strong drift in FFI towards model climate) but that remain
still lower after the “delta” bias-correction is applied for both. However for years 3 and 4 the FFI method
has lower errors in T2m, difference that persists up to year 5 for Europe - except higher latitudes (EurAsia, Scandinavia and Mid-East-Europe). At high latitudes, due to stronger variability and complex
physical interactions there is a quicker error growth. Consequently, at year 5 the two methods are
comparable for T2m skill at high latitudes, the standard deviation increasing after year 4 in FFI. In
opposite, as already seen also for AMO (Figure 4), up to year 5 there is almost no stdev error growth
for the AI method.
We attribute this range-dependent error-evolution type in FFI to a better representation of process in
the shorter range (of periods T<4 years), processes that need physical (“real value”) initialisation, while
slow processes linked to an initial adjustment to model climate would lead later to error growth.
This slow growth (initial-drift-dependent) - appears not efficiently diminished by bias correction (Figure
7). A similar decrease of the skill at year 5 is not seen for the AI method.
In opposite, for precipitations (Figure 8) we obtain systematically (in agreement with AMO skill, Figure
4) a better skill for AI than for FFI – from the direct model outputs as well as after applying to both AI
and FFI the same correction method (“delta”).
c) Skill of regional climate extremes
The SPEI forecast index (Edwards and McKee, 1997,
http://drought.unl.edu/MonitoringTools/DownloadableSPIProgram.aspx) was computed based on
model T2m and precipitation from the AI and FFI prediction chains. Results using un-corrected and biascorrected data showed in general better skill from un-corrected data, that might be linked to preserving
a more accurate balance between the two fields when un-corrected
We compared SPEI forecast against observed SPEI over the initialised decades for: Ctrl, AI and FFI
chains, the last two being averaged over the 5 members ensembles. The monthly frequency of each
SPEI class occurrence (Table 1) is the parameter that was time correlated between the three chains
and the Observations over the same pentades. Figure 9 summarises the results for Europe sub-regions.
There are shown the regions, the type of event and the time-lag where the predicted-SPEI has a
statistically significant and higher skill than the model climatology's (Ctrl) SPEI skill. We note that
the SPEI index skill shows better skill for FFI over the Mediterranean and over East-Asia regions than
for AI. This may be due to the FFI “real-value” initialisation adequate to resolve physics-dominating
process like sea-atmosphere interaction, permafrost variability. In opposite, AI method shows a better
SPEI skill over continental areas (ME, IP) were model balance temperature-precipitation is not perturbed
by initial drift and adjustment.
The Ec-Earth V3.1 is the latest model version and its validation is ongoing. Hence these results will be
further supported by extended experiments. Here we can summarise that:
- For the T2m over Europe and for the 5 years lead years analysed, the first 2 lead years the T2m have
better skill (lower stdev) with AI initialisation while for longer lead years the FFI initialisation performs
better. Exceptions are the higher latitudes at year 5, where initial FFI adjustment errors grow quicker,
and the two methods show comparable predictive skill. This FFI error' time-behaviour appears related
to the characteristic time scales: - of physical processes driven by “real-world” (high skill in years 3,4)
versus the ones of - slow flow dynamics (lower skill at year 5);
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- In contrast, precipitation over Europe is systematically better represented up to lead year 5 in these
simulations by AI initialisation for both variability (after bias-correction) and stdev, partly due to better
representation of AMO for lead years of 1 to 5 years.
- There is almost no T2m and precipitation error growth for AI over the 5 years, and this apparent
extended predictability needs to be analysed and compared with FFI on longer runs and more
experiments.
- Regarding regional climate extremes over Europe, the SPEI index skill shows better skill for FFI over
the Mediterranean and over East-Asia regions than for AI. In opposite AI method leads better SPEI skill
over continental areas (ME, IP). These results - show a sensitivity of regional climate extremes'
predictions on the initialisation method – that appears linked to the relative physics-dynamics drivers
dominance over the region.
It should be clearly pointed out that the results obtained with Ec-Earth V3.1 – model version that needs
further validation – will be extended using more starting dates and possibly extending the prediction
range from 5 to 10 years. It is important to take these results as encouraging but also as preliminary,
since this kind of information is of major interest from the users point of view.
Mainly relative to the model's ability to represent multi-year to decadal variability in extreme anomalies
and derived indexes it should be made clear toward end-users that it is not an individual event that can
be aimed to be predicted at decadal range in a chaotic dynamical system (as the climate system) but
changes in their climatological behaviour as frequency, intensitity – a still useful information for longerterm planning actions.
The SPEI index class notation is explained in the Table 1. The time-lag of the SPEI class for which the
events (blue for the wet classes and red for the draught classes) are skilful is marked in each region, in
months.
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Ctrl

AI

FFI

Figure 5: Top): time correlation for 2m temperature annual mean over 5 years for Ctrl (average over
decades 1993, 1994,1995,1996,2000). Bottom) double-column: Difference of time correlation skill for
2m temperature annual mean relative to the Ctrl skill in Top), (model skill minus the Ctrl skill). The time
correlation is computed in each case against observations (ERA) over 5 years, and averaged over the
initialised decades (based: 1993,1994,1995,1996,2000, 1st Nov). The model is Ec-Earth, initialised using
SPECS (308378) D32.2
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the anomaly method (AI) (left column) and the full field (FFI) (right column). The lines correspond to: no
correction applied for AI, drift removed from FFI (top line); bias correction (delta) based on the forecast
range (same method applied for both, middle line) ; bias correction+filter (deltaf), same method applied
for both AI and FFI.

Ctrl

AI

FFI

Figure 6: same as Figure 5 but for total precipitation.
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Figure 7: Time evolution (up to year 5) of the standard deviation relative to ERA for 2m temperature
prediction from 5 members ensemble initialised with AI (blue) and FFI (red), not-corrected (left two
columns panel) column) and bias corrected (right two-columns panel) – averaged over the initialised
decades. The regions are in each panel: SC, EA (top line); BI,FR (2nd line); IP,ME 3rd line; AL,MD (bottom
line).
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Figure 8: Same as Figure 7 but for total precipitation.
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Figure 9. Regions where the SPEI index prediction has a statistically significant skill and that is higher
than the Ctrl SPEI index skill. The regional SPEI skill is the time correlation against the Observed SPEI
index over 5 years, averaged over the 5 members and over all starting dates, over each region, for
anomaly initialisation (AI, top) and full fiels initialisation (FFI, bottom).
The SPEI index class notation is explained in the Table 1. The time-lag of the SPEI class for which the
events (blue for the wet classes and red for the draught classes) are skilful is marked in each region, in
months.
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Table1: The 7 classes of SPEI category
SPEI
Drought category

Probability

>=2.0

Extreme wet (Ew)

0.02

1.50 to 1.99

Severe wet (Sw)

0.06

1.49 to 1.00

Moderate wet (Mw)

0.10

0.99 to -0.99

Normal (No)

0.65

-1.00 to -1.49

Moderate drought (Md)

0.10

-1.50 to -1.99

Severe drought (Sd)

0.05

<=-2.00

Extreme drought (Ed)

0.02

C) Conclusions
It was emphasised with a robust signal (systematic and statistically significant) that initialisation leads
to a better prediction skill up to (at least) 5 years forecast. This assessment remains valid in the presence
of model development (from version V2.3 to V3.1), decades and specific choices of initialisation. Hence,
this is firmly supporting further efforts to improve the prediction methods and the representation of
predictability sources. The skill improvement from initialisation was noticed in several important subcomponents of the coupled system: sea-ice (area and extent), ocean (SST), and sensible surface
parameters: such as atmospheric temperature at 2m, precipitation and regional climate extremes.
The comparison of the two initialisation methods FFI and AI emphasised differences that can be
attributed to each method, that remain rather independent on the model version.
The drawbacks emphasised for each method are, in part, reducible initial uncertainties. It was shown in
this work that AI method improves significantly, if enhanced physical consistency among coupled subsystems is ensured at the initialisation. The second main source of errors in AI: not-preserving initial
gradients (and modes of variability) when imposing the observed anomalies, was also shown in D3.2.1
to achieve significant improvement of the skill when dynamical modes are initialised accurately.
On the other side the main source of errors in FFI - attributed to the initial drift - may be reduced through
understanding the mechanisms of adjustment towards model's attractor. In D3.2.1 it was shown that the
model's response to initialisation is uni-modal (in the ocean, and dependent on the initial-state) and can
be initially removed (advantage against bias-correction) through dynamical modes initialisation, leading
to forecast skill improvement.
Another drawback, still reducible and common to both initialisations, is the choice of variables to be
initialised: it was shown here that density initialisation instead of its deduction (from state equation)
improves the prediction skill mainly in areas and scales where density is a regional driver (e.g. the ocean
deep convection areas).
The results from the various model setups and development versions show that the quality of the
initialisation method – improved by identifying and addressing method's specific drawbacks, as shown
here - is effectively improving the prediction skill. Some aspects identified here should further find
optimal treatment like: initial drift, sub-systems initial consistency, regional over-determination – versus“well-possedness”, while the results emphasised here already indicate several open ways for skill
improvement.
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6. EFFORTS FOR THIS DELIVERABLE
Partner

1. SMHI
1. BSC/IC3
Total

Personmonths
(actual)
2.5
4.5
7

Personmonths
(in-kind)

Period covered

M1-M48
M1-M48
M1-M48

7. SUSTAINABILITY
This work emphasised the existence of a robust signal (systematic and statistically significant) showing
that initialisation leads to a better prediction skill than non-initialised or ”persistence” simulations, up to
at least 5 years of forecast. This results together with previous work in the field of decadal prediction
(see only few citations in Section 4) extends the seasonal forecast support with predictive information
on multi-year basis. Hence many sectors engaged in planning decisions and societal development on
this time-scale may benefit from that added value of climate information.
The present work focuses on Europe and the skill of predicting the classes of severe and extreme of
draught/wet events and their persistence over Europe, which has been shown to improve regionally in
initialised predictions. This skill encourages the exchange of climate information on needs and
potentially products for multi-year climate prediction that may support various decisions and planning
on seasons to decades ahead.
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